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Our Future is
in Their Hands
Pictured here are students, during a recent visit to
St.Paul’s Primary School, Abbeylands, Navan, Co. Meath,
where a number of our Volunteer Visiting Teams called on
twenty-two classrooms. Each and every child interacted,
hugged, stroked, and chatted to the dogs. Looking at
these photos, one can see that new friendships were
forged, and it is hoped that these young people will
remember Irish Therapy Dogs long into the future.
Volunteering at an early age empowers children and has
a lasting influence, well into adulthood. The earlier a child
is involved in volunteering, the higher the probability of
him or her continuing during adolescence, and later on in
life. In other words, as children learn to empathize with
others, they also develop a sense of unconditional giving,
which may then evolve into a life-long ethos.

Thank you to the Principal, Patricia Fahy, along with the
staff and pupils at St. Paul’s for making this a memorable
event for everyone. Credit too, to our Junior Member, Kim,
for her commitment and effort in organizing the school
visit and the non-uniform day that followed.

Irish Therapy Dogs’ volunteers and dogs are
currently visiting school classrooms to talk about
the charity’s work and what it means to be a
volunteer. By actively engaging with children now,
the charity hopes to secure a long, bright future.

Orla and Mr Mouse

The Irish Kennel Club Dog Expo
A sincere thank you to all our Volunteer Visiting Teams for their
presence at our attractive Exhibition Stand at the Irish Kennel
Club Dog Expo in March.
Our dogs and their owners gave a warm welcome, with plenty
of ‘wagging tails’, to all who visited our stand, and this was very
much reflected by the interest shown in our charity’s work.
Congratulations to Irish Therapy Dog, Max, a Golden Retriever,
who won the Best in Show Pet Dog.
Congratulations, also, to Irish Therapy Dog, Mr. Mouse, who won
Retired Greyhound Of The Year 2014.

Annette and her dog, Max, with Judge, Ken Doherty
(left) and Chairman of the Irish Kennel Club,
Sean Delmar (right)

Annual Draw
Winner
Irish Therapy Dogs hold a draw for
Volunteers registered before 30th
September of each year, to recognise
their commitment and hard work.
The lucky winner of 2013 was Susan
from Co. Louth. Susan and her two
Irish Therapy Dogs, Lois and Bart,
visit Sunhill Nursing Home.

Susan (left) receives her drawing of Lois
and Bart from Claire (right), the artist.
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Artist, Claire, presented her pastel
drawing of Lois and Bart to Susan, at
the Irish Therapy Dogs’ Dublin office.

“I pretend that the dogs are mine…”
Clann Mór, Navan, Co. Meath provides community-based residential and respite services to adults with intellectual
disabilities. Martine Healy, Director of Services at Clann Mór, writes about the positive difference Irish Therapy Dogs
makes to this Care Centre.
Since May 2012 our organisation, Clann Mór, has been visited weekly by Bernie and her two lovely Irish Therapy
Dogs. Each week, their visit is eagerly anticipated and adds a new and much appreciated dimension to our
service users’ daily lives. To have a dog as a pet could be problematic for a number of practical reasons, so the
weekly visits fill what could otherwise be a big void in their lives. We hope that the visits will continue, as they
bring a lot of happiness and fun into the household, and would be missed greatly by all concerned!
The following was written by one of our ladies who expresses how much she enjoys seeing the dogs each week;

“Hi, my name is Anne Marie.
For the last three years I have bee
n visited by two
beautiful Shih Tzu dogs. Their nam
es are Tori
and Ohno. Ohno is the mother and
Tori is the
daughter. They are beautiful.
They visit every Tuesday evening,
and they are one
of the best things to have come into
my life. I find
that when I’ve had a bad day, eve
rything vanishes
when Tori and Ohno come. I feel
happy and at
peace, and very much loved. They
are so cute and
cuddly.
Bernie is also very special, and ver
y kind to bring
her dogs to visit me. It is lovely to
see her and talk
to her. For that hour, I pretend tha
t the dogs are
mine. They are one of my dreams
come true and
they make me feel very special.”

For that hour, I pretend that the dogs
are
mine. They are one of my dreams com
e
true and they make me feel very specia
l

Anne Marie (left) and Bernie, with Irish Therapy Dogs, Tori & Ohno

There is nothing else I can add to those words, other
than to say thank you from all at Clann Mór – your
visits really are very special to us.

Thanks to Martine and Anne Marie for their kind words, and of course, to Bernie, Tori and Ohno.

Northwest Volunteers
Come Together
Irish Therapy Dogs would like to thank the Northwest
Volunteers who attended the Volunteers’ Meeting
held in the Yeats’ Country Hotel, Sligo in April. Due
to the enthusiasm and commitment of all those
attending, the meeting was a great success, which is
a promising sign for Irish Therapy Dogs’ continued
expansion into this region.
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Jen is a Genuine Gem!
“I didn’t leave the house for three years. I’d lost my
hearing. My short-term memory was gone, and I had
panic attacks.”
Some time later, whilst recovering at home, Jen was
oblivious to a fire drill in her apartment complex. “I
didn’t have my hearing aids then, and I didn’t hear
the alarm.” Jen decided it was time for a caring
companion, and that’s when Harley arrived. During
the following eighteen months, Harley was trained as
a Hearing Dog and now alerts Jen to sounds that she
may miss, such as her doorbell, the telephone or her
bedside alarm. “Harley’s my alarm clock, but when the
clocks change, Harley’s out by an hour. So, the trainer
has to visit him, and then he knows the clocks have
changed. It’s amazing!” Amazing, it surely is.

“Harley’s my alarm clock, but when the clocks
change, Harley’s out by an hour. So, the trainer
has to visit him, and then he knows the clocks
have changed. It’s amazing!”

Jen and Michael with Irish
Therapy Dog, Harley

Jen and her faithful companion, Harley, visit St. Patrick’s
Nursing Home in Baldoyle, where care for elderly
members of the Congregation of Christian Brothers has
been provided for more than forty years, and in recent
times, to seniors from the wider community.
Like so many Irish Therapy Dogs Volunteer Visiting
Teams, attending Care Centres all over Ireland, the
residents greet Jen and Harley with smiles and open
arms. Jen is generous with her hugs, explaining, “Since
one of the Brothers told me mine was the only hug he
got in a week, I make sure I give them all a hug”. She
merrily rotates around the room, chatting with every
soul she meets, “What’s the gossip?” she teases. Harley,
a Collie Spaniel cross, is alert to the residents, too.
Standing within easy reach of their laps and hands, he
gazes up, as if saying, ‘Come on then, pet me!’

Like so many Irish Therapy Dogs Volunteer
Visiting Teams, attending Care Centres all over
Ireland, the residents greet Jen and Harley with
smiles and open arms
None of this is out of the ordinary, until you learn that
Jen is profoundly deaf, and Harley is a Hearing Dog (one
of only two in Dublin). In 2009, a brutal assault left Jen
severely traumatised, both physically and mentally.
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Harley; Irish Therapy Dog AND Hearing Dog

Whilst at St. Patrick’s, Jen and Harley take time to visit
residents in their rooms. Her first call is Paddy, who
tells us about a dog that lived with him when he was
working as a teacher. Jen leans over to me, “I love
this story,” she whispers. Paddy recalls how his dog
welcomed a heavily pregnant abandoned bitch, and
offered her the box where he slept. Shortly after, she
delivered a litter of eight healthy pups.

Further down the corridor, we meet Brother Kevin, a
quiet man, engrossed in prayer. “We always interrupt,
don’t we Harley?” exclaims Jen. Brother Kevin quickly
drops his rosary, and turns his attention to Harley, with
so much affection, that it doesn’t take long for Harley
to roll on his back and offer his tummy for a belly rub.

Brother Kevin quickly drops his rosary, and turns
his attention to Harley, with so much affection,
that it doesn’t take long for Harley to roll on his
back and offer his tummy for a belly rub.
Upstairs, we enter a bright room crammed with
photographs, vinyl LPs, and stacks of orderly papers.
Formerly a mechanic (Eddie advises Jen on her
temperamental car) he is a keen artist, which is
obvious from the number of drawings on the walls. He
talks us through the inspiration for his work – a fond
friendship with The Dubliners musicians; a newspaper
cutting of Marilyn Monroe; an array of Mickey and
Minnie mouse caricatures – all of them lovingly
decorated in bright vivid colours. But, the brightest
in the room is Eddie. “I love your sweaters,” he says,
touching my gold sleeve. “Aren’t I getting a hug this
week?” Jen teases, and Eddie responds by pulling her
into his weekly bear hug.
Back downstairs, in the communal room, I hang
back and watch Jen work. Again, she is careful to
include everyone, calling them by name (a notable
achievement for someone whose short-term memory
is compromised). Finally, she ignores a walking stick,
waved in her direction: “The place is going to the dogs!”
comes an accompanying call. “He’s not so keen on
Harley”, Jen explains, “But I’m not giving up. I get an
inch closer every week! He held my hand, last week!”
she laughs.

Brother Kevin greets Harley

Outside, in the bright Spring sunshine, I ask Jen about
her work with Irish Therapy Dogs. “Oh, I love it,” she
says, “I hope to keep it a part of my life forever. I don’t
ever want to give it up, even if my circumstances
change. The only tough time is when one of them
passes,” she adds, looking back at the building, as
if she’s still inside. “But I couldn’t not come. Who’d
give them their hugs? When I came here, I thought
to myself, I don’t really know a whole lot about older
people, so I did a FETAC course in Care of the Elderly.
You need to know how to respect these people, don’t
you? You need to have time for the people, there’s
no point in just going in and coming out. You’ve got
to speak to them. You’ve got to give them time and
patience.”
Such is Jen’s enthusiasm for Irish Therapy Dogs and
the residents at St. Patrick’s, that I could write a book,
but instead I will simply add this: without the Jens
of this world, Irish Therapy Dogs and all those she
encounters would be so much the poorer. She is a true
inspiration to us all.

...without the Jens of this world,
Irish Therapy Dogs and all those she
encounters would be so much the poorer.
She is a true inspiration to us all.

Stop Press!
As ‘Wagging Tails’ went to print, Harley won
the Exemplary Companion/Life Changing Dog
Category at the Irish Kennel Club’s ‘Golden Paw
Hero Dog’ Awards. We promise to bring you the
full story in our next issue.
Harley waits patiently for Eddie’s welcome
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Passage West
Veterinary Centre,
Co. Cork, Awareness Day

Junior Members

Kim is pictured here (centre) with Jedward and Irish Therapy Dogs’
Visiting Teams, at Dublin’s Olympia Theatre

Being an Irish
Therapy Dogs Junior
“Being an Irish Therapy Dogs Junior is a great
experience because you get to meet some really
special, kind people. Not only are the people lovely,
but the organised trips and tours are amazing too.

Congratulations to Irish Therapy Dogs’ Juniors,
Emer and Grace, whose dog Daisy, a Cocker
Spaniel, came second in the Adult Pet Dog Group at
the Irish Kennel Club Dog Expo on March 17th.

For example, just a few months ago, I was lucky
enough to have a private interview with the famous
and crazy Jedward! I had the time of my life and it
was an experience I will never ever forget.
Then, in April, I invited Irish Therapy Dogs to visit
my school, St. Paul’s Primary School, Abbeylands,
Navan, Co. Meath. All the pupils enjoyed having
the dogs there, and were amazed by how well they
behaved. The dogs loved having cuddles and being
stroked.
It was a great opportunity to tell everyone about
Irish Therapy Dogs and the work they do. I felt very
proud to be a Junior Member. I hope, in the future,
some of the pupils will also join the charity.
Being an Irish Therapy Dogs Volunteer brings joy
to your heart, because you know that your dog is
helping people and bringing joy to their hearts as
well.”
Keep up the good work, Kim!

Lara (centre), with Irish Therapy Dogs’ Volunteers at her school

Junior Member, Lara, did a great job of organising
Irish Therapy Dogs’ visit to her school, St. Matthew’s
Primary School, Sandymount, in May. An ‘odd shoe
and sock day’ coincided with the event. Well done,
Lara!

Bonkers Balloons!
Recently, Irish Therapy Dogs’ Junior Members
learned the fun and artistry of Balloon Modelling
from one of our Volunteers, Marta. Everyone left
the event with colourful models they had made,
including flowers, dogs and hats. All the Juniors
would like to sincerely thank Marta for sharing her
expertise with them.
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Does my dog need a
Pet Passport?

An ‘Inspirational’
Visit to Ardee

New rules introduced by
the European Union, in
January 2012, require that
all dogs moving between
the Republic of Ireland
and the UK must be microchipped, vaccinated against
rabies and accompanied
by a Pet Passport, issued
by a veterinary surgeon.
Both countries have been
rabies-free for many decades, but introduction of
the rabies vaccination requirement brings Ireland in
line with the rest of Europe. It is important that the
rules are followed, to ensure trouble-free travelling
between the two countries.

“There was great excitement in Ardee Community
School today when Irish Therapy Dogs visited
our 2nd Year JCSP class. Nine dogs and their
owners came into the classroom and immediately
captured the attention of students and teachers.
The volunteers introduced the dogs to the pupils
and spoke to them about the work they do and the
benefits the dogs bring to the people they visit on a
weekly basis.

For dogs moving between Ireland and other
continental European countries or a ‘listed’ third
country (such as Switzerland) animals must:
•
•
•
•
•

be micro-chipped
be vaccinated against rabies
have waited 21-days after the rabies vaccination
have an EU Pet Passport
be treated for tapeworm, by a veterinary
surgeon, 24-120 hours before return entry to
Ireland
In other words, if you take your dog to continental
Europe (not the UK), your animal will not need to be
treated for tapeworm. However, before returning
to Ireland, tapeworm treatment is mandatory,
and must be administered by a local vet before
embarking upon your journey.
Each year, numerous travellers are caught out by
this rule, and are forced to remain in continental
Europe until the requirement is fulfilled. Why not
research the location of a veterinary surgeon before
you travel? The majority of vets located close to
continental ports are accustomed to offering this
service to holidaymakers, and many of them speak
English, too!

A dog can express more with his
tail in minutes, than his owner can
express with his tongue in hours.
-Anonymous

For over an hour the students petted and played
with the dogs and chatted to the volunteers who
expertly answered all questions with good humour
and knowledge. Amid the excitement the dogs
behaved perfectly and they really captured the
imagination of all the students.
All in all, it was an inspirational and truly
educational visit. The JCSP class were talking about
it non-stop for the rest of the day! Thanks to Irish
Therapy Dogs for their time and dedication and for
giving us a memorable experience.”
Thanks to Rory Callan, Teacher, for sharing his
impressions of Irish Therapy Dogs’ Visit to Ardee
Community School, Ardee, Co. Louth

Upcoming Events
Saturday and
Sunday, June 28th
and 29th

Sunday, September
14th

10am – 6pm

National Annual
Sponsored Walks
Consult the Irish
Therapy Dogs’ website
for regional locations
and times

Paws in The Park
National Show Centre,
Cloghran, Co. Dublin

Sunday, July 20th
10.30am – 5pm

Bray Air Show
SuperValu, Castle Street,
Bray, Co.Wicklow

Please check
our website for
upcoming events...

10.30am - 6pm

Saturday and
Sunday, November
22nd and 23rd
10am - 6pm

Pet Expo
RDS Simmonscourt
Extension, Ballsbridge,
Dublin

www.irishtherapydogs.ie

Follow us on Twitter !
Irish Therapy Dogs
c/o St. Mary’s Centre (Telford) Ltd.,
185 – 201 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4
Company Registration No: 464658,
Charity No: CHY 18715
Telephone: (01) 2189302
Email: info@irishtherapydogs.ie
Website: www.irishtherapydogs.ie

Like us on Facebook !
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